NUMERICAL INDEX — DIVISION 005
ABBREVIATIONS, DEFINITIONS, DRAWINGS, REQUIREMENT TABLES,
SPECIFICATIONS, AND SYMBOLS

1. GENERAL
1.01 This index provides a listing of practices in Division 005.
1.02 A bullet • indicates an item that has been added or changed since the previous issue of the index.
1.03 A square □ indicates a cancelled item. Information relating to the cancellation, if necessary, will be shown in a note following the item. Cancelled items and related notes will be deleted upon reissue of this index.
1.04 A spade ♠ indicates an item not on microfiche. This index indicates the latest issue for hard-copy practices. In some cases, the microfiche will reflect the next higher issue as a result of the reduced distribution interval.
1.05 "Add" is the abbreviation for Addendum.

2. LAYERS
2.01 This division is arranged in layers as follows:

005-0 INDEXES
  • 005-000-000 61 Numerical Index — Division 005 — Abbreviations, Definitions, Drawings, Requirement Tables, Specifications, and Symbols

005-1 ABBREVIATIONS, DEFINITIONS, DRAWINGS, REQUIREMENT TABLES, SPECIFICATIONS, AND SYMBOLS
  005-100-104 5 Circuit Drawings, Requirements Tables, Circuit Descriptions, X Specifications, Wiring Lists and Terminal Assignment Lists — Description
  005-100-105 2 Change Classifications and Ratings — Equipment and Apparatus
  • 005-101-111 11 Abbreviations and Letter Symbols for Use on Drawings and Product Marking, and in Related Text

Reinstated — Now a standard AT&T Practice

Section Number   Issue   Subject
----------   ------   -----------------------------------------
005-101-112   9   Common Language Abbreviations — Frames, Racks, Bays, Cabinets, and Associated Central Office Equipment
Reinstated — Now a standard AT&T Practice

005-104-100   3   Standard Abbreviations — Electronic Systems — Input/Output Messages
Reinstated — Now a standard AT&T Practice

005-105-101   4   Pictorial Wiring Diagrams — Methods Used
005-105-102   1   Tabular Wiring Diagrams — Description
005-108-111   5   Symbols for Circuit Schematic Drawings
005-109-101   3   Circuit Schematic Drawings (SDs) — Descriptive Information
005-111-101   2   New Electronic Switching Systems — Circuit Documentation
005-120-101   5   Description of Circuit Requirement Tables
005-120-102   7   Winding and Spring Designations — Apparatus Connecting Points Referred to in Circuit Requirement Tables — Index and General Information
005-120-103   7   Winding and Spring Designations — Apparatus Connecting Points Referred to in Circuit Requirement Tables — Standard Since 1931
005-120-104   1   Winding and Spring Designations — Apparatus Connecting Points Referred to in Circuit Requirement Tables — Standard Prior to 1931
005-121-101   6   Transmission Test Requirement Tables — Description
005-140-101   1   Cabling, Wiring, and Connecting Terms — Definitions
005-150-101   13   Wiring Symbols, Wiring Abbreviations and Definitions — Wiring and Cabling
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